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he crisis will probably come to an end in 2011, but
the issue of the quality of governance will continue to
haunt decision makers and the public, in Romania
and the EU as a whole. Even dormant parts of the
EU’s “near abroad” have suddenly become active
these days. The integrity and accountability of politics, as well as
the efficiency of the state administrative machine, are crucial if
progressive programs such as the Agenda 2020 are to have any
impact in reality. There are strong signals that some weaker EU
members, Romania included, suffer on these dimensions, which
casts doubts on their capacity to modernize their labor markets,
upgrade their transport or energy infrastructures, or effectively
absorb the EU funds. Politically-related clientelism has managed
to survive the crisis and found new avenues to extract rents from
a shrinking pool of public resources. This report offers a summary
of these themes and suggests corrective actions, mainly in the
form of closing the loopholes through which social value is lost.
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Forecast 2011
Surely no news is good news? Less uncertainty, macro
stabilization, growth and optimism at low levels

Accounting for 2010
2010 was such a nightmare for
forecasters and economic observers
of Romania, due to many unexpected
developments and policy
turnarounds, that few experts
escaped with their honor intact.
Looking one year back1, it turns out
that SAR, too, managed to forecast
with decent accuracy some economic
indicators, while other developments
confounded our analysis. On the
budget deficit, which was 6.58% of
GDP at the end of the year, we hit
closer to the target than the mighty
IMF: 6.1% versus 5.9%. Similarly,
our panelists did a better job on
inflation (7.9% in reality, 4.2% our
prediction) than the European
Commission and the IMF (3.5%),
although most anticipations turned
out to be way off the mark on this
indicator, derailed in mid-year by the
VAT rise.
We were much more precise in our
estimates for unemployment (we
said 8.4%; it was 8.2%) than the
Government (7.7%) or the European
Commission’s (8.7%); and for the
Leu’s exchange rate (4.1 against the

1
“Romania 2010: The end of crisis, the
Greek model and the real reform
agenda”, Annual report SAR, feb 2010.

http://www.sar.org.ro/art/publicatii_/pwr__ew
r/raport_anual_de_analiza_si_prognoza__201
0-436-ro.html

Main indicators for 2011
Average

(min-max)

GDP growth, %

1.0

0.2 ÷ 1.6

Inflation rate,
%

4.7

4.0 ÷ 5.5

RON/Euro rate,
31 Dec 2011

4.2

4.1 ÷ 4.3

Budget deficit,
% GDP

4.7

4÷6

Current
account deficit,
%

6.3

5.5 ÷ 7

Unemployment,
Dec 2011, %

7.0

5.1 ÷ 8.5

Stock exchange
growth (BET)
in 2011, %

15.8

5 ÷ 25

0.3

-10 ÷ 10

Real estate
prices, Dec 11
/ Dec 10, %
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Euro, we said; 4.21 confirmed by
BNR), against some gloomy
predictions that saw a substantial
devaluation. Real estate prices
(around -10%), which in Romania
are notoriously difficult not only to
predict, but even to measure, fell
within our margin of error (+/15%).
Everybody failed to see the economic
contraction that Romania was about
to face; SAR made no exception.
Last year we predicted an economic
growth of 1.2% when in fact the
outcome was a contraction of -1.9%.
Yet again, our stand in comparison to
others is not bad: the IMF saw an
economic growth of 1.3% in
February 2010; the Economist
Intelligence Unit predicted 1% GDP
growth. Here the Romanian
government was, surprisingly, the
most realistic of all, basing its 2010
budget on a modest 0.5% growth. In
any case, nobody thought 2010
would see an overall decrease, and
the negative forecasts started to
appear only after the first half of
2010.

So, what happens next?
At the beginning of 2011 there is just
one reason to cheer: the volatility of
predictions is visibly reduced
compared to the last year. The
average values for indicators (see
previous page)
We can be more confident that the
error on predictions will be smaller
this time, as nobody expects another
series of wild swings like the ones we
saw in 2010. This is true for the
stock market (slightly on the up,
having received a shot in the arm
from the listing of Fondul
Proprietatea) or for real estate prices
(stagnant).
No news from the fronts of inflation,
which has resumed its painful trend
down towards the Maastricht target,
or from that of the RON exchange
rate. In general, our panelists are on
the side of BNR in its efforts to keep
the value of the national currency
stable against the Euro. The same is

true about the budget deficit, at least
as long as no political accident
happens and the current coalition
begins to lose its appetite for painful
macro stabilization. Unemployment
will further decline, but so will the
labor participation rate – the paradox
is explained in the last section of this
report and does not bode well for
Romania’s economy.
As always, we also asked the
panelists three open-ended
questions. There is a fair amount of
consensus on the answers, in spite of
the diverse profile of respondents
(public / private; analysts /
practitioners), which implicitly
outlines an action plan for the
government.
A. What is the most urgent
economic action the government
should take in 2011?
In terms of policy substance, the
priorities are clear: restructuring of
state owned enterprises (SOEs),
which are opaque and exploited
politically (see our next chapter in
the report); taking steps forward on
privatizing them; and speeding up
the EU funds absorption (chapter 3 in
the report).
The last item relates to the painful
issue of public infrastructure
investments, where the situation is
even worse than the public opinion
believes: we are about to lose EU
money on POS Transportation and
fare worst among the EU members
states on overall Cohesion spending.
In terms of process, a better
prioritization on the Government’s
agenda is necessary – and maybe a
special structure to help the cabinet
coordinate policies at the top,
including on increasing
competitiveness in line with the 2020
Agenda. The fiscal authority (ANAF)
must be completely overhauled, the
state debts to the private sector
should be properly accounted for and
scheduled for payment. Finally, the
new Labor Code should be
implemented as quickly as possible.
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B. What was the most serious
mistake the government made in
2010?
Here the blame tends to go not to a
specific action of the government,
but to the general lack of
predictability in which it operates,
with delays followed by hasty
interventions. For example, in the
case of the VAT rise it is not the
measure as such which is criticized,
but mostly the lack of a plan B when
the Constitutional Court outlawed the
pensions cuts; or the fact that
spending cuts were not operated
earlier in 2009, so that a painful tax
rise could be avoided.
Also criticized is the decision to
reduce salaries in the public sector
across the board, which generates
the wrong incentives: good civil
servants get demotivated and leave;
unemployable people stay.
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C. Was the central bank right in
defending the Leu, or a
devaluation would have been
preferable?
Our panelists believe, by a large
majority, that BNR was right to
defend the Leu at the current level;
only the business associations would
have enjoyed (predictably) a
devaluation. According to other
opinions, given the current state of
the Romanian economy even this
pro-export effect would have been
doubtful.
However, BNR is being criticized by
some panelists for having given
contradictory signals in some
instances; or for its non-intervention
against the creeping euro-ization of
the Romanian economy, through
various prices and loans
denominated in the EU currency. 

SAR is grateful to the following
collaborators who helped us with
forecasts and comments for this chapter:
Lucian Albu, director, the Institute for
Economic Forecast; Bogdan Baltazar,
financial consultant; Nicolae Alexandru
Chidesciuc, senior analyst, ING Bank;
Radu Crăciun, investments director,
Eureko;
Aurelian
Dochia,
financial
analyst; Cătălin Păuna, economist, the
World
Bank
Mission;
Anca
Paliu,
economist, IMF office; Cristian Pârvan,
general secretary of the Romanian
Business Association; Dragoş Pîslaru,
general director GEA Consult;
Dan
Suciu, senior editor, Monney Channel TV.
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Beyond perception
Has Romania’s governance improved after 2004?

Romania and Bulgaria encounter
today problems in joining the visafree Schengen area. The main one in
the public eye is corruption. Both
countries pledged to improve their
rule of law when signing their
accession treaties in 2005, yet little
progress is perceived by observers or
captured with governance
measurements relying on perception,
such as CPI and World Bank
Governance indicators. This paper
explores real policy, with fact-based
indicators, to trace progress in the
area – or lack of it – since 2004 to
the present.
Post-communist countries embarked
on their EU accession path with
Transparency International scores
below the lowest level in Western
Europe and their culture was
frequently described as entirely
corrupt2. Surveys on bribing cannot
fully capture the systemic nature of
East European corruption, which can
be defined best as governance by
particularism3, the systematic
discretionary use of authority to the
benefit of particular groups or
individuals. A good proxy can be
found in the ‘government favoritism’

indicator from the survey of
governance by World Economic
Forum. The 2009 edition did not find
great differences across the
postcommunist region, suggesting
that they may be in size rather than
in kind. Czech Republic is 110 in the
top of government favoritism,
Hungary 112, and Romania 113,
worse than Kyrgyz Republic or
Kazakhstan. In other words, neither
the transition, nor the EU accession
has managed to restrain the capacity
of the government to distribute
benefits in a particularistic manner.
Political parties, even in the most
advanced countries in the region,
seem to develop capacity and
mobilization primarily through
clientelism and state exploitation4.
Spoils include four basic categories:
a. public jobs, as the public sector is
extremely politicized and each
winning party fills with his own
people not only the political jobs but
many civil servant offices as well;
b. public spending, for instance
procurement, but also preferential
bailouts, subsidies, government
transfers to regional and local
branches, loans from state banks;

2

William l. Miller, Ase b. Grødeland and
Tatyana y. Koshechkina, A Culture of
Corruption? Coping with Government in
Postcommunist Europe (Central European
University Press 2001).

3

See for a full description of
particularism Guillermo O’Donnell
(1996), ‘Illusions about Consolidation’, In
Journal of Democracy, vol. 7, no.2, pp.
34-51.

4

Connor O’Dwyer (2006) Runaway
State-Building: Patronage Politics and
Democratic Development, Baltimore,
Johns Hopkins University Press; Anna
Grzymała-Busse (2007) Rebuilding
Leviathan : party competition and state
exploitation in post-communist Europe,
Cambridge, New York, Cambridge
University Press.
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c. preferential concessions and
privatizations from former state
property; and
d. market advantages in the form of
preferential regulation.
Unfortunately we have very little
systematic data collection on any of
these areas, except for press reports
and some occasional and sector and
time limited studies by think-tanks.
The only indicator allowing a
comparison of 2004 with 2010 is the
Control of Corruption (CC) from the
World Bank, which aggregates
perception scores from different
expert sources (subjective sources),
so a score comparable with
Transparency International’s
Corruption Perception Index. Which
does the same. Unlike CPI, however,
CC is based on a methodology which
has two advantages. It allows
comparison from one year to another
(which cannot be done with CPI) and
it allows calculating a standard error,
which is actually a measurement of
the distance between different
aggregated sources on a country
(which might disagree on progress
from one year to another).
According to this indicator (Fig. 1),
Romania has progressed from below
50% to above this value (orange to
yellow) but the change falls within
the confidence interval (at 10%), in
other words this is not significant
progress unless we increase the
confidence interval and we accept
greater disagreement among sources
(Georgia is the only country to in the
region to have evolved significantly
in the 1998-2009 interval). Bulgaria
progressed even less, but it started
from a better position. The two
countries are now aligned on the
bottom of new EU entrants, their
score in absolute figures being
slightly below Turkey and Croatia,
two candidate countries, (Fig. 2).
The differences, however, are small
across new member countries on this
indicator, with the notable exception
of Estonia and Slovenia, which are
doing significantly better than the
rest.
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Fig 1-2. Comparison of each SEE country
with the regional average on World
Bank aggregate indicator Control of
Corruption
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These results are inconclusive,
showing that experts cannot agree
on Romania’s progress. Disintegrated
scores, for instance Freedom House
Nations in Transit, show progress in
2005 and 2006, then regress and
stagnation. Finding objective
indicators is difficult not only due to
the elusive and discreet nature of the
phenomenon. On top of these, the
social, economic and institutional
environment has changed
importantly in the process of EU
accession. The nature and channels
of the illicit trade of favors have
changed too, which makes it difficult
to compare the level of corruption at
different moments of time.
To match this challenge, we need to
understand that corruption is an
equilibrium between resources and
constraints. A lot of investment was
made in raising legal constraints, but
those only provide a part of the
picture. A balanced anticorruption
formula needs to address both
resources and costs of corruption.

1. RESOURCES FOR CORRUPTION
The first category, power
discretion, does not present much
change. In 2004, Romania was ruled
by Social Democrats who had
doubled their number of mayors by
recruiting opposition ones through
local transfers manipulation. In
2009, the government party
managed to form a majority by
convincing a significant number of
MPs elected on the opposition ticket
to transfer their loyalties to the
government. The same limited
number of parties (3) dominate the
political scene, with the same smaller
radicals (1), minorities (1) and free
rider parties (the Conservatives, who
always enter Parliament running on
the ticket of either left or right, as it
could not pass the threshold by
themselves).

An electoral reform in 2008 has not
changed anything of significance at
the national level: rather, due to
passage from closed lists to single
unit constituencies the practice to
Corruption = Resources (Power
offer pork instead of parliamentary
discretion + Material Resources –
support increased importantly with
Constraints (Legal + Normative)
public bargains going on even in
toughest austerity times. While the
In the formula above under
system is competitive, competition is
resources we consider power
nevertheless severely limited by a
discretion (due not only to monopoly
very high entrance threshold for new
of power, but also privileged access
parties Romania has the highest
to influence and decision under
obstacles for the entrance of new
different arrangements than
political parties (the highest in
monopoly, for instance cartels of
Europe): 200 000 signatures are
parties) and material resources
needed to register a new party and
(public budget, foreign aid / EU
100 000 an independent
funds, natural resources,
candidate, so despite public
Power discretion
state assets, public jobs).
exasperation with such
has been
The constraints are legal
behavior the current
decentralized,
(an autonomous and
parties had managed a
with good and
effective judiciary able to
quite successful cartel.
bad effects alike
enforce legislation), but
also normative (existing
societal norms that
endorse ethical universalism and
sanction effectively the deviance
from this norm through public
opinion, media, civil society, voters).
We will discuss systematically the
difference between 2004 and 2009
selecting an indicator illustrative for
each category.

The direct election of the
County Council Presidents
starting with 2008 visibly
strengthened their role, both within
their parties and in the formal and
informal processes of allocating
resources. As a result, both the clean
part and the corrupt part of the
Romanian administration were
substantially decentralized, together
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with the political decision-making
inside each major political party, for
good and for bad.
Power discretion has also not evolved
due to lack of enforcement of legal
accountability mechanisms in the
period under study. Although
Romanian authorities are compelled
by law 544/2001 to produce a yearly
accountability report, the
government does not enforce this
legal provision. The General
Secretariate of the government
(SGG), which is supposed to be the
government’s chief implementing
body, was unable to offer any
statistics on how many such reports
were filled in 2010. An independent
assessment by the Alliance for Clean
Government (www.romaniacurata.ro)
evaluated that not even half such
mandatory reports are compiled and
that they are never verified or used
as control instrument by the higher
authorities. Out of 15 ministries, by
mid-February 2011 only four had
managed to fulfil the legal
requirements of publishing their
2010 report on their website. This
leaves great latitude to all
authorities, as there is no other
mandatory reporting on
accomplishing goals.
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was ever sentenced on its basis,
despite quite a few being charged. In
a notorious case, the Supreme Court
of Justice acquitted the head of the
State Forrest agency (also a MP) who
was proved to have caused damage
of millions by acquisitions with blown
prices (he bought Versace tiepins for
all foresters in Romania at a value of
20 000 more than their shop price).
Administrative accountability also
does not work.
The government produced during
summer 2010 an emergency
ordinance imposing social taxes
payments to copyright contracts: it
was full of errors and contradicted
openly its own implementation
norms, yet nobody was sanctioned
for passing and approving it, despite
thousands of people being induced to
queue at tax offices over it (the
minister alone was reshuffled) The
civil servants law has detailed
mechanisms on their accountability,
but in a system where dismissals are
generally political and arbitrary such
mechanisms are ineffective and
controversial. As long as nobody
pays for anything and only political
allegiance – or lack of – is
sanctioned, governance is bound to
remain poor.

Romania’s Audit Court controls only
The second category, material
accounting, and has no prosecutorial
resources, in other words the rents
powers. Despite the existence in
for private individuals and
quite a few laws of provisions for
companies, have undergone
administrative sanctions for civil
important changes due to Romania’s
servants or sanctions for political
EU accession. The processes of
executives there are no records of
privatization and post-communist
such sanctions. Ionel
property restitution have
The EU accession and
Blănculescu, former
more or less been
the crisis changed
controller in the Năstase
completed by now (with
the avenues for
government (2000a few notable items left
corruption, as well as
2004) argued recently
in the energy sector –
the pool of resources
that custom officers
see Fig. 3). The
available
charged with corruption
networks of extraction
in February 2011 had
and patronage created
been fired before for lack of integrity,
at the beginning of transition to
but were reintegrated in service after
benefit from them had to shift and
winning in Court due to the overfind new opportunities. Furthermore,
protective law of civil servants
the gradual implementation of the EU
(188/1999).
aquis and, eventually, Romania’s
accession, has increasingly limited
Romania also has a ministerial
the possibility to dispense openly
responsibility law, but no minister
public resources at will, as it

12
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Fig. 3. The narrowing space for rent seeking
SOEs, total economic turnover
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In order to discern trends in this
fluctuant environment we have
focused on five indicators:
•

the total potential rent;

•

the profit of Romanian contractor
client-companies of the
Government, compared to

2009

2010

European ones competing for
public funds in Romania;

happened in the ‘90s or shortly after.
The European competition rules
(anti-monopoly, state aid) makes it
more difficult to simply cancel the
debts of certain private operators in
2010 compared with 2003-04, when
a string of favored companies thrived
on bailouts; the smaller number of
state owned companies are under
increased scrutiny; and the quasiaquis on administrative
depoliticization raises obstacles for
the parties taking office which
attempt to simply replace members
of the civil service. Finally, the brutal
onset of the global economic crisis in
2008-2009 has forced the Romanian
politico-economic environment to
adapt quickly to a contracting
volume of public resources available,
after a few years of carefree,
expansionary mindset; and to the
collapse of certain economic channels
used for illicit transactions (such as
the real estate market).

2008

•

the discretionary allocations from
the Government’s Reserve Fund;

•

the loss incurred by main state
producer agency Hidroelectrica
due to insider trading to
preferred companies;

•

and the amount of politicization
of the public sector.

The first and the last indicators are
attempts to capture the overall
dimension of the “corrupt market”;
the other three offer case studies
meant to shed a light on the actual
mechanisms at play, which differ
very much from sector to sector.
1.1. Our first indicator is the
potential total public resource
which can be allocated
discretionarily, followed by the
measurement of actual allocation in
a few key sectors.
The amount available for rent
seeking has steadily declined in
industry and the financial sector. The
contribution of SOEs to the total
economic turnover went down from
19% in 2002, to 12% in 2004 and
less than 6% in 2010 (Fig. 3). If
privatizations continue, the space
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from rent seeking from this favorite
traditional source will narrow down
significantly.
What has not declined – on the
contrary – mostly due to growth and
the arrival of the EU funds, is the
procurement budget, a category not
registered as such in the budget and
therefore impossible to trace
accurately on a year-on-year basis.
However, by adding the capital
investments from the central and
local budgets, with 40% of the
current expenditure on goods and
services, and with the EU grants, we
obtain a rough estimate of 5.8% of
GDP in 2004, going up to 7.6% in
2008 and 7.5% in 2010. In absolute
values the increase is more
pronounced, from 20 bn RON in 2007
to 27 bn RON in 2008; funds
earmarked for local and regional
procurement also went up, from 5
billion RON in 2006, 11 in 2007, 13
in 2008 and 18 in 20095.
Between 2004-2006 most of the
political clientele has re-focused
mainly on public tenders (for works,
provision of services, etc) and
learned how to bend the new, EUinspired rules, or tried new ways to
get preferential contracts from the
fewer remaining state-owned
enterprises (SOEs). For a few years
before the crisis, against a
background of buoyant public
budgets (rate of increase of 15-20%
per year in Euro terms), there was
enough space for everyone to benefit
and the reconversion was not too
painful or indeed visible. And since
the execution of a contract, once
obtained, can be done transparently,
the inordinately high margins of
profit have started to show up
officially in financial balance books:
local companies getting preferential
contracts in public works or as
energy intermediaries run with
annual profit rates of 30-40% or
more (see Fig. 4).
5
These calculations do not imply that all
procurements and SOE transactions are
corrupt; it only shows the volume
available for rent seeking and graft.
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1.2. This is our second indicator:
profit of politically connected
domestic contracting companies
as compared to European
established ones present on the
market.
In the study interval a few
Romanian-owned contracting
companies (or groups) have grown
and came to compete on a par with
established multinationals, in terms
on turnover of their business in
Romania (see Chart 4). Most
glaringly apparent, the high
profitability was realized by the
Romanian contractors, on contracts
with the Ministry of Transportation
(through the National Roads
Company, CNADNR, mainly). By
contrast, foreign companies seem to
incur mainly losses – including the
American Bechtel, on a contract
allegedly skewed in its favor.
It is not easy to explain such
puzzling trends as those shown in
Charts 4-5. It may be that Romanian
companies, as upstarts without
powerful holdings behind them, were
extremely conservative in their
investment and expansion strategies
and had to realize high rates of
operational profits in order to finance
their own development, in a period
when commercial credit was either
expensive or risky. Better knowledge
of the local context and access to
cheaper inputs, based on long-term
or personal relations with their
suppliers, are also reasons often
quoted by the owners of these
companies.
What is more, the Romanian
managers also point to the fact that
a large part of their profit is virtual,
as many invoices they issue (and
hence, have to record as realized
income) go in fact unpaid for long
periods of time. Political, institutional
and economic uncertainties create
additional costs in terms of financing
any operation. In a riskier
environment the interest rates are
higher, and profit rates even more
so. This is the normal trade-off
between risk and expected profit in
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Fig. 5. Gross profit rate, Romanian
companies

Fig. 4. Turnover, Romanian
companies
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economic operations. Nevertheless,
the same dilemma could be said to
apply to all economic operators
present in Romania, who all face the
same level of risk, so it is not clear
why only Romanian companies would
require such high profitability in
order to operate normally.
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claims, easier down payments – and,
of course, softer when the prices are
negotiated.

On the other hand, it is also possible
that multinationals are better at
“fiscal optimization” for their
operations in Romania, while the
national companies have less scope
for such arrangements. After all, it is
The multinationals have been active
hard to understand
mostly on large works
High profit rates of
contracts financed with
why the large private
the state’s contractors
operators continue to
EU Funds (ISPA); the
may reval a high-risk
compete to win tenders
Romanian ones, either
environment – but
for projects which
by choice or because
also possibly
apparently bring them
they were not eligible for
preferential treatment
the big projects, went for
only losses.
a large number of
Nevertheless, the data makes it very
smaller contracts, a good part of
likely that the inordinately high profit
which was financed directly from the
rates in virtually all Romanian
national budget. In addition, the
subcontracting companies are not a
multinationals tend to get mostly
reflection of the normal business
large and relatively difficult works
risk, but of the existence of
contracts, and very few framework
privileged companies in a relatively
contracts for the regular
closed market, where high provision
maintenance of roads (including in
costs and preferential financial
the winter season); the Romanians
arrangements are accepted by the
have almost exclusive access to such
state, at the expense of the
latter contracts, which are financed
taxpayer.
fully from national sources and hence
1.3. A third indicator of
are less cumbersome in terms of
discretionary, politically linked
paperwork and less transparent (if
allocation can be found in the
only because no international partner
area of the Reserve fund, an
has attributions to verify or approve
emergency buffer provided for since
anything).
2002 in the Public Finance Law, for
Several factors may be therefore at
natural disasters or other unexpected
work creating the consistent
situations. The general
difference between the profitability
understanding was that the money
rates of the two groups. Since
from the fund would be disbursed
maintenance contracts tends to bring
judiciously for the purposes
more stable revenues over a longer
intended. However the law has two
period of time, while the works,
major loopholes: (1) it allows the
especially in EU projects, tend to go
unlimited increase of this fund by
in cycles, this may be the reason
government decision only, during the
why the turnover and profit rate of
budget cycle, by shifting money into
Romanian companies look so solid
it from other ministries; (2) it is
and stable, when compared with the
unclear in defining the emergency
volatility of their foreign competitors.
situation that may justify the
The source of the money may be
allocation. The combined results of
very important: when CNADNR is the
the two flaws are:
sole contracting authority it pays
• Successive governments have
from national funds and has no
taken to the habit of earmarking
controller, it may act as a much
a small amount for the Reserve
more lenient beneficiary towards its
Fund when the national budget is
private partners: less scrutiny on
approved by the Parliament, and
quantity and quality of works, more
then supplementing it liberally
helpful attitude in approving the
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Fig. 8. Allocations from the Reserve
Fund
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subsequently has to be amended
many times during the execution;
and it opens a broad boulevard for
discretionary allocations. We
therefore treat allocation of the
Reserve Fund as an indicator of
political partiality.
Fig. 8 demonstrates that the use of
the discretionary fund went in a
crescendo, both in terms of the
number of allocations and sums
disbursed, and declined slightly since
the advent of the crisis. While the
peak in 2006 may be justified by the
major floods taking place that year
and the year before, those in 2004
and 2008 are purely politically
motivated (electoral years). This
supports the politicization
hypothesis.

Tab. 1 brings additional
evidence, showing that
Tab 1. Share of preferential
2004
2008
2010
an unwritten rule may
(PSD)
(PNL)
(PDL)
allocation versus share of
have functioned in the
votes in local elections
last years that dictates
Share of preferential funds for
49
45
62
that the amount of
main govt party %
resources available
Share of vote in local elections
35.5
16.2
28.8
must go 75-80% to the
of govt party %
party or coalition of
parties in power. This
Implicit “clientelism ratio”
1.4
2.8
2.2
seems to be the norm.
In 2004 the SocialDemocrats exceeded their share of
by executive decision. This was
the vote with about a fifth
increasingly the situation every
preferential allocation. In 2008 the
year after 2002. The peak was
Liberals exceeded it by over 60%,
reached in the electoral year
and in 2010, at a smaller total
2008, when the fund was
amount due to the crisis Democrat
increased 590 times above the
Liberals exceeded with more than
budgeted level, reaching 3.45
50%. There is a flagrant lack of
billion RON.
government impartiality in the
allocation of these funds.
• The cabinet can decide at any
time to transfer these amounts of
However, if we account for inflation
money from the Fund, to any
and the exchange rate fluctuations,
central agency or local
the total volume of sums disbursed
government, without the
through the discretionary Reserve
Parliament veto, by-passing the
Fund in 2009 and 2010 was below
existing mechanisms of interthe level of 2004. The number of
governmental financing and thus
decisions – which are in fact backundermining the policies
door, executive amendments to the
governing local government
national budget – were also fewer in
spending and accountability.
2007-2010 compared with 2003This is bad budget practice on both
counts: it reflects a lack of capacity
to prepare a feasible budget, which

2004. But in the years with buoyant
public budgets (2006-08) additional
discretionary mechanisms were
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created (for example a large
investment fund for schools
rehabilitation which was allocated
directly by the Ministry of Education
with no transparent criteria,
therefore functioning much like the
Reserve Fund and with comparable
size).
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Anecdotal evidence on such practices
has appeared in various newspapers.
In addition to this, there is evidence
that other operations of
Hidroelectrica are also suboptimal.
Such practices include engaging in
sale contracts that exceed the
production capacity or estimated
production for the year, which means
Hidroelectrica is then forced to
purchase very costly electricity from
other producers to fulfill its sale
contract obligations.

Who is to blame? The two-tier local
government system of Romania
generates cross-crossing political
alignments, for example when the
mayor belongs to the national ruling
coalition, but the
Hidroelectrica has often
Discretionary
been accused that it does
leadership of the County
decisions are the
Council, which plays an
not put its electricity
norm, at the
important role in
production for competitive
central and local
sale on the transparent
transfers allocation
levels
belongs to the opposition.
transaction platform
In such situations it is hard to
OPCOM (essentially, to “auction” its
electricity in order to get the highest
disentangle who is favoring (or
available price on the market in
abusing) whom when the
transparent and competitive terms).
government goes over the head of
Hidroelectrica has always argued
the County Council Presidents and
that it cannot put up for tender all
allocates money directly to local
this production due to the long-term
communities: they may favor a wellcontracts concluded in 2000-2004
connected mayor, but also
which expire gradually in 2009-2014.
compensate a local government
Therefore, in 2009, all of its
systematically neglected by the
production available for the
county-level authorities. In other
competitive market has been sold in
words, discretion in allocation is the
non-competitive terms, on these
rule at both central and county level.
previously concluded contracts.
1.4. The fourth indicator is in the
However, by the end of 2009, some
sensitive area of energy, which
of these long-term, non-transparent
has provided ample opportunities for
contracts had expired and about 2
rent-seeking on the past. The main
TWh would have been available for
scheme which enriched some of
competitive auctioning on OPCOM
Romania’s top billionaires – the sostarting from 2010 onwards.
called ‘smart boys’ is of great
simplicity: buy cheap energy from
Nevertheless Hidroelectrica’s
the state owned companies and
management approved in 2009 the
resell it expensively to the
extension of some of these nondistributors who do not have direct
competitive sales contracts to ‘smart
access.
boys’ by another five years. These
bilateral contracts, both for the
A top example is Hidroelectrica,
domestic market and exports, are
the major state-owned production
non-transparent, so the clauses are
company that made headlines in
not known to the general public.
recent years for suboptimal
However, apparently, the price in
contracting practices and nonthese contracts is negotiated every
transparent deals. Hidroelectrica
year. It is unclear why these onfeatured prominently in several
going contracts cannot be negotiated
media claims that it sells a part of its
at prices comparable to those for
electricity production at prices below
one-year contracts on OPCOM (the
the market level to companies
results are presented in the Tab. 2
selected without competition.
below). For 2010, Hidroelectrica
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Tab 2. Hidroelectrica: loss from non-competitive
bilateral contracts in 2009

RON/M
Wh

Average price, bilateral contracts domestic market, 2009

102

Price for one-year electricity sales on OPCOM, Dec 2008
(for 2009)

170

Price difference

TWh

Mil RON,
total

68

Quantity of electricity in domestic bilateral contracts

11.6
788

Lost revenue on domestic market
Average price, bilateral contracts for export, 2009
Price difference

163
7

Quantity of electricity sold for exports

1.3
9

Lost revenue from exports
Total loss on non-competitive sales, 2009

798

Data sources: OPCOM, Money Channel. The table offers a conservative estimate, comparing
Hidroelectrica’s potential prices with prices on OPCOM for base load energy. In normal market
conditions, Hidroelectrica’s competitive advantage would be to sell the bulk (up to 2/3) of its
available energy for peak consumption, which is more expensive (the premium for peak
consumption varies from 20% to 200%).

Tab 3. Value of Hidroelectrica’s cross-subsidy to
Deva, Termoelectrica and other inefficient
producers (and ultimately to their suppliers)

RON/M
Wh

Average purchase price electricity for Hidroelectrica

200

OPCOM average price PCCB

170

Price difference

Mil RON,
total
TWh

30

Quantity

2.5

Loss from Termoelectrica, Deva etc. by not selling
on OPCOM to Hidroelectrica

75

Data sources: OPCOM, Money Channel

traded indeed on OPCOM at end2009 a quantity of 1.7 TWh.
However, the manner in which the
transaction was organized showed
that it is possible to formally follow
the law but yet abuse it. Thus,
instead of selling competitively,
which meant placing an offer for sale
and wait for the highest bidder,
Hidroelectrica responded to a
purchase offer at a very low price
(138 instead of 160 RON/MWh
average price on OPCOM at the
date), making a loss of 37.4 mil
RON.
A second problem is that
Hidroelectrica buys energy from
other producers (notably the very
inefficient Deva coal-fired plant,

Paroşeni, or ELCEN) to meet its sales
obligations. In 2009, Hidroelectrica
produced 15.5 TWh, less than its
average production in normal
weather conditions of 17.4 TWh, but
this decline in production was not so
much due to draught and actually
foreseeable (the reduction was
caused by a scheduled interruption
for the rehabilitation of Lotru power
plant, which led to a decline in
Hidroelectrica’s production of around
7-8%). So Hidroelectrica should not
sell electricity for higher-thanexpected production, knowing that
for the quantity it cannot produce it
will have to purchase expensive
energy on the market. 2.5 TWh of
the gap in 2009 was covered from
purchases from Termoelectrica (at
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insider dealers. On top of those are
companies like Energy Holding
(meanwhile broken into a few
others), Luxten Lightning, Green
Energy or Grivco, the company of the
free-rider party of Mr. Dan
Voiculescu. Some political links are
obvious, as the change of
government brought losses to some
of these companies (for instance to
The losses from these transactions,
Mr. Voiculescu, a personal enemy to
caused by the fact that
President Traian Băsescu, whose
Termoelectrica, Deva etc. do not sell
suspension he is currently and
on OPCOM and Hidroelectrica does
publicly seeking), or impressive gains
not purchase competitively the
to others. Major traders
needed electricity (in
like Petprod have only
If
professionally
breach of Executive Order
three employees, each
managed,
445) are illustrated in Tab
responsible (for
Hidroelectrica
could
3 and represent actual
instance in 2008) of
have
made
in
2009
cross-subsidies mainly to
sales of nearly 30 mil
an
extra
profit
of
0.9
Termoelectrica and Deva.
Euro. So finally and
bn
RON
This in turn allows these
when comparing 2004
operators to continue with
with 2010 the
their high operating costs, inflated
difference is not that great. All
and eventually benefiting a network
ministers of industry in the end
of private suppliers of the power
approved Hidroelectrica’s deals with
thermo plants.
these intermediary companies and
The case of Hidroelectrica allows an
when they intervened it was to
estimate of the economic loss due to
change the profiteers, but not to
bad governance and corruption. Its
change the rules of the game.
total yearly loss due to such
Despite a high-profile investigation
practices in 2009 amount to almost
by organized crime Prosecuting
0.9 bn RON, in a conservative
Department DIICOT involving a
estimate, squandered by just one
former economy minister, Codruţ
large SOE. Put simply, Hidroelectrica
Seres, (from Mr. Voculescu’s party),
sold electricity below market prices,
and a discrete investigation by
in quantities that exceeded its own
Competition Council, most profiteers
available production, and purchased
have had their contracts confirmed
power at above market prices to
from one regime to another and
cover the gap. Summarizing the
enjoy remarkable profit rates6. A
tables above, in 2009 Hidroelectrica
transcript leaked from Mr. Seres’ file
sold 11.6 TWh at 102 RON/MWh and
shows that foreign consultants
1.3 TWh at 163 RON/MWh, for which
charged in this case were
it needed to purchase 2.5 TWh at
complaining that domestic insiders
200 RON/MWh. Instead,
are so strong and the network so
Hidroelectrica should have simply
perfect, including the minister, that
sold its own available production of
they cannot find any way in7. The
10.4 TWh at the market price of 170
lawsuit is underway, but no charge of
RON/MWh. The difference between
corruption was brought, so it is
the two strategies amounts to a
staggering 872.9 mil RON.
238 RON/MWh), Deva-Mintia (at 239
RON/MWh), Turceni (179
RON/MWh), or Craiova (195
RON/MWh). These amounts were
contracted directly, without being
traded competitively on OPCOM, and
are at higher prices than those on
OPCOM (205 compared to 190
RON/MWh on average).

6

The almost 0.9 bn RON in revenues
could have gone partly to the state
Treasury, and partly in the needed
investments – but instead goes
mostly to a selected list of domestic

http://www.zf.ro/companii/vanzatoriiprivati-de-energie-continua-sa-faca-profituriuriase-energy-holding-si-a-majorat-castigulde-peste-sase-ori-4828892
7

www.adevarul.ro/.../Voiculescu-Seresprivatizarilor-strategice-Tuca_0_
357564854.html
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unclear why only these foreigners
are pursued (for espionage!) and
chronic domestic insider traders are
not.

public institutions (ex hospitals
management), as such contracts do
not require open competition to fill in
the office.

1.5. Finally, our last indicator is
To conclude, when we compare 2004
in the realm of public human
with 2007-08 and 2010 we discover
resource management.
that the types of resources allocated
Politicization, manifested in the
preferentially changed from 2004 to
expensive replacements of many
2008 to some extent, became more
people in a top positions in the public
subtle and professional or were
sector at each change in government
partly dried up by the crisis.
(and indeed of government coalition
But preferential allocation and
composition), has continued
government favoritism remains
undiminished after the EU accession,
systemic and practiced openly. The
despite Romania’s commitments to
massive distortion, involving the
the contrary. If anything, transaction
greatest volume of funds is the
costs only increased as the
political allocation of public funds to
governments had to amend the anticlients, from the budgets of counties,
politicization legislation earlier
municipalities or national
adopted at EU’s bidding,
companies. From counties
Embezzlement
has
a process disputed by
and municipalities the
become
more
subtle
the political opposition,
money then gets to
and
professional
in
the Constitutional Court
smaller, regional or local
the
process
of
EU
and the envisaged civil
client companies.
accession;
the
servants themselves.
legislation
should
The system is network
Thousands of law suits
also adapt
based, the main
by fired executives from
substance of illicit trading
the public sector have
being influence, not cash, and many
been filled after 2007 alone, despite
politicians being themselves
the government solution of offering
entrepreneurs (or their direct
them to preserve all their privileges
families). Bribing only appears when
(therefore expenses) even when
direct allocation to clients fails or a
removed from office to another
new client wants to enter the
position.
market. A survey of money spent on
In an exemplary case in 2009, the
electoral campaigns finds a
managers of the Proprietatea Fund
correlation between donations and
were granted half a million euro
winning of public contracts, but the
stipulated in their contracts as a
amount of donations is so small that
firing clause just to leave the
the real exchange is clearly not in
positions vacant for the new
the transparent realm.
government. The fund was not even
Therefore focusing an anticorruption
under-performing at the time.
strategy on bribing cannot yield but
Politicization, a major source of both
limited results. The government had
incompetence and instability has
clear administrative instruments that
come to include even hospital
it could have used, for instance in
managers, despite many of them
the case of Hidroelectrica, only it has
winning in Court against the
repeatedly decided not to deploy
government and is planned by the
them. Prosecutions should shift from
new education draft law to go as far
corruption to mismanagement and
as schools principals. An easiest way
more than one minister should be
recently identified to shortcut
charged. As crime becomes more
legislation is seen in the proliferation
refined, legislation should also follow.
of short-term contract appointments
in senior government positions
(directors in ministries, heads of
agencies, prefects) or non-political
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2. CONSTRAINTS TO
CORRUPTION: LEGAL AND
NORMATIVE

A major constraint to corruption
consists in the existence of an
effective and just body of laws and
the capacity of the law and order
agencies to enforce them impartially
and effectively. Romania and
Bulgaria had rule of law World Bank
Governance scores worse than the
other new EU entrants. Romania
progressed in 2005-2006 after
anticommunists returned to power,
but then fell back to the old
practices; Bulgaria started to show
good will only in 2009.
Not only politicians proved reluctant
Europeanizers. In both Romania and
Bulgaria Judicial Councils and judges
in general were not supportive of
reforms. Magistrates had been
promoters of reform as long their
independence from political
intervention was at stake; once they
became completely independent their
esprit de corps flourished and no
incentives were left to pursue selfimprovement. In both Romania and
Bulgaria the conservatives in the
judiciary managed to make use of
their administrative positions as
heads of Courts to be elected into
the Judicial Council or Constitutional
Court in order to use their office
there to oppose substantial reforms
to the way these judiciaries operate.
The magistrates’ pay was increased
to stimulate performance and to curb
corruption, but attempts to set up
any serious checks on their
performance did not succeed and
accountability rose to become the
salient problem (Freedom House
2005).
By 2007, evidence was pouring in on
this count from more than one
country, so the World Bank agreed
that the most pressing issue has
become ‘ensuring judicial
accountability, given newfound
independence’.8 The European
8 James Anderson and Cheryl Gray
(2006) Transforming Judicial Systems in
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Commission then upgraded its
benchmark asking for an
accountable, not only an independent
Judicial Council. But, unlike the
government, which can lose elections
for under-performing on EU
accession, the Judicial Councils had
no EU accession stakes.
The lack of regard of the judiciary for
other interests than its own was
shown blatantly in the
unprecedented 2009 strike of the
Romanian judiciary, when they sued
and judged themselves a substantial
raise of their own pay based on a
bonus legally canceled years before,
in a moment of dramatic budget
deficit. Bulgaria’s judiciary leads in
2008 in the Gallup Corruption
Barometer, a global survey by
Transparency International as the
most corrupt judiciary in the world.9
Fig. 9 and 10 show that the two
countries have recorded insignificant
progress from 2004 to 2009, being
still perceived below the level of
Croatia and Turkey.
Leaving aside perception and going
to direct indicators, we now examine
the progress made by Romania’s
main anticorruption prosecutorial
office, DNA since 2004 (Tab 4).
There seems at first sight to be no
significant improvement in the
numbers of indictments and final
convictions.
However, if in 2004 no high-level
official was investigated by the DNA,
by the end of 2010 numerous current
and former Members of Parliament,
Government Ministers, Mayors and
County Council Presidents have been
charged, some of them while in
office, and sent to trial. The counterreaction to this anticorruption
campaign included political attempts
to dismantle the DNA and to fire the
management of the specialized body.
The Constitutional Court played a
very important role in two instances:
Europe and Central Asia,
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTECARE
GTOPJUDREF/Resources/ABCDE.pdf, at 333.
9

http://www.transparencybg.org/?magic=0.5.0.2&year=2007
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Fig 9-10. Comparison of SEE countries
with the regional average on World
Bank indicator Rule of Law

a. In 2006 the institutional set-up of
the then Anticorruption
Prosecution Office was deemed
unconstitutional, thus forcing an
institutional re-designed which
slowed down the operational
activity of the DNA.
b. In 2007 it extended the immunity
of ministers provided by the
Constitution also to ex-ministers,
thus triggering a wave of
retransmission of cases involving
such persons from courts to the
DNA. The prosecutors were
requested to obtain an approval
for the start of criminal
investigation and to re-administer
all evidence.
In several cases, the Parliament
decided to protect its members
against criminal investigation. The
most notable cases regard the PSD
ex-prime minister Adrian Năstase
and the PDL sports and youth
minister Monica Iacob-Ridzi. In both
cases the Parliament refused to lift
the immunity against criminal
investigation for these ex-ministers
which were also Members of the
Parliament. In another case, the
Parliament refused to allow the
arrest against Mr. Păsat, a member
of the Chamber of Deputies, also
investigated by the DNA. However,
in most cases the Parliament allowed
criminal investigations to commence
against ministers and ex-ministers
and for arrests against MPs to be
requested to courts. The President
issued approvals in all the cases
where he was entitled to decide upon
the lifting of immunity.
Another criticism voiced throughout
the years was that the sentencing
practice of courts is not harmonized
and that sentences do not have a
dissuasive effect as most of them
consist in on-probation sentences,
especially when they involved highlevel officials. To address the first
issue, two judges of the Bucharest
Court of Appeal published sentencing
guidelines which may be used by
judges when deciding what would be
the correct sentence in a given case.
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Another useful tool for the unification
of jurisprudence is Jurindex – a
database of court decisions which
allows judges to review decisions
issued by their colleagues in similar
cases. On the second issue, in 2010
the courts started to pass harsher
decisions, including with regard to
high-level officials (the mayor from
Baia-Mare – 2 years and 6 months –
the mayor of Râmnicu-Vâlcea – 3
years and 6 months, ex-senator
Vasile Duţă – 5 years).
While medium level corruption cases
are handled by courts in less than
three years, high-level corruption
cases involving ministers and MPs
are dragging behind in the High
Court of Cassation and Justice for
several years without reaching even
a first instance decision. This
contributes to the general opinion
that high-level corruption cases
benefit from special treatment from
the courts. It remains to be seen if
the elimination of the automatic
suspension of trials when a challenge
of constitutionality is raised (a
method to delay trials excessively
used in high-level corruption cases)
will indeed speed-up the trials. Initial
assessments show that the
challenges of constitutionality are
raised less frequently after the
elimination of the automatic
suspension.
The massive transfer of legislation
prompted by EU did not yield the
expected results. Romania, Bulgaria
and Macedonia turned during their
accession into the world leaders of
anticorruption preparedness
according to Global Integrity Index,
but their systemic particularism was
barely touched10. A compiled index of
anticorruption laws and regulations11

10

See

http://report.globalintegrity.org/globalindex/r
esults.cfm;
http://www.globalintegrity.org/documents/Ke
yFindings2008.pdf
11

Monica Dorhoi (2004), 'Anticorruption
Assessment Index. A Comparative
Review of Anticorruption Strategies',
Paper presented at Midwest Political
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Final
convictions

Files

#pers

Decisions

#pers

2004

169

451

73

165

2005

111

744

73

161

2006

127

360

80

155

2007

167

415

63

109

2008

163

683

63

97

2009

168

552

81

131

shows that tenths of laws were
adopted since 1998, not only by
candidate countries, but also by
countries like Albania, who surpassed
some of the new EU member
countries, actually increasing the
distance between the ‘real’ country
and the ‘legal’ country.
As to normative constraints, the
picture is also mixed. Romanians are
very vocal in surveys against
corruption and there is an
overwhelming majority complaining
of inequality if front of law and
claiming all politicians are corrupt.
However, the rally to defend Justice
Minister Monica Macovei in 2007
when she was sacked, registered
only about 3000 people in a city of
two million inhabitants. For a more
systematic analysis we reviewed the
work of 50 nongovernmental
organizations between 2004-2010,
looking at the number of court
actions against state institutions12
and their outcome, at watchdog-type
activities, the development of web
platforms and surveillance
campaigns.
The main mechanisms by which
NGOs act as a watchdog is
requesting information under FOIA,
law 544/2001. Although there is no
centralized database to reveal what
Science Association, Palmer House
Hilton, Chicago, Illinois, April 15.
12

The selected reasons for the actions
are only related to laws such as 52/2003,
544/2001, therefore treating
transparency and access to information,
but also norms of ethics and integrity,
corruption, public acquisitions.
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is the exact percentage of
applications submitted by NGOs, we
can produce an overview over the
annual reports, prepared by the
National Agency for Government
Strategies and published on
www.publicinfo.ro. If in 2003, the
proportion of entities accessing
public information was 80%
individuals and 20% legal persons,
the direction has changed visibly
during 2004-2008 in favor of the
latter13. While in 2004, individuals
accounted for 69.99% of the
requests compared to 30.01% the
legal entities, in 2006, the ratio was
2-1, 65% of requests were submitted
by individuals and 35% by the legal
entities. The 2006 report notes that
"differences on the requests of legal
persons according to the
administration level (39% in central
government compared to over 24%
in the local one) can be explained by
the fact that NGOs monitor
constantly, in particular the work of
central institutions". In 2009, the
ratio was 71% individuals compared
to 29% legal entities.
The lawsuits activity is deployed
most intensely in the Capital. This is
due to the significant concentration
of organizations in urban areas
(87%) and Bucharest-Ilfov region,
almost 22% of the total number14.
NGOs such as APADOR-CH,
Romanian Academic Society, Save
Bucharest, Pro_Do_Mo etc are
examples of active actors that use
legal procedures. However, there are
also local organizations that have
acted in court public institutions for
legislative issues. An example is Pro
Democracy Association Craiova,
which in 2008-2010 had 33 lawsuits
13

This category contains other legal
entities also. Still, the 2006 report
acknowledges the role of NGOs in
accessing public information. Moreover,
the intense activity of the
nongovernmental organizations is proved
by the significant number of monitoring
reports that are based on requesting
information

14

Civil Society Development Foundation,
Nongovernmental sector..., p. 23.

with public institutions, of which
nearly one quarter were won, 14
suspended and five dismissed. The
organization producing this report
(Romanian Academic Society) had
better results15. Another indicator is
the traffic on dedicated webpages –
the leading www.domnuleprimar.ro,
a forum on local governance with
some watchdog activity only counts
27 000 users per day, and this is the
best traffic of any NGO in Romania.
These poor results are explained by
the fact that the bulk of Romanian
NGOs is mostly focused on social
issues, and as most EU funds come
only through local or central
government they avoid being
involved in any activity which can be
seen as critical towards government.
Even from the core Coalition for a
Clean Parliament, the strong alliance
which contributed decisively to a
change of government in 2004 due
to a anticorruption campaign half the
members have joined various
political parties or secured official
positions. NGOs involved in heritage
issues and urban policy have grown
from 2004, but the participation to
their activities remain limited. There
are no open sources of funds for
anticorruption activities, as
businesses are understandably
reluctant to lose the favor of
government.
The European Social Fund alienates
the organizations from watchdog
activities. The situation has
worsened, as funds are rarer and
harder to get, especially due to the
economic and financial crisis and the
redraw of the international donors.
In other words, not only are
normative constraints low and few
anticorruption activists exist who are
still in business and enjoy public
trust, but the trend is negative, as
there seems to be not enough
funding for such activities, either
from donors and Romanian business
community or simply by volunteers.
15

http://www.againstcorruption.eu/story/ngocoalition-wins-major-battles-for-transparency
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Romania had an active and dedicated
anticorruption community only in the
capital, and in insufficient numbers
even there.
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approaches cannot be confined to
prosecution, as this by itself has
proved unable to solve such a gross
problem.
Finally, despite the apparent lack of
sustainability of European
conditionality in the case of
Romania’s rule of law and
anticorruption reforms, we believe
that instruments exist to challenge
these rules of the game. The
Mechanism for Cooperation and
Verification should continue, and
postponing Romania’s Schengen
accession and tying it to an
improvement on corruption is
justified.

The methodology of this paper
departs from classic studies of
corruption on sectors, or of
classifications such as administrative
or grand, as we believe such
approaches are grossly misleading.
What we have tried to research here
is the modus operandi of the state,
to discern if it is based on ethical
universalism, as any modern state
should function, or rather on
privileged allocations.
A successful strategy
The MCV monitoring
Particular allocation
would reunite
should continue;
seems to be the norm in
grassroots monitoring
postponing
Romania, and here lies
of government
Romania’s Schengen
the chief corruption
impartiality with top
accession and tying it
mechanism which has not
down (including from
to anti-corruption
changed since 2004.
Brussels) intervention
progress seems
Addressing sectors
when red flags are out.
justified
instead of targeting the
EU should combine
main – political –
careful watching of
mechanism has been the approach of
Romania’s market and act
all anticorruption strategies of far.
immediately when evidence exists of
They do not seem to have worked.
privileged actors. It should also
The Romanian health system, for
instance, is under financed and is
characterized by a staff deficit.
Physicians in the public sector make
on the average under 400 Euro per
month. Therefore surveys like the
2005 study conducted by the World
Bank for the Romanian Ministry of
Health concluding that so-called
informal payments amounted to
$360 million annually only show the
extent to which the state
mismanages this sector. Even in
percentages, Romania has the lowest
budget for health in Europe, with ripe
evasion of contributions paying to
the politically controlled national
insurance company. As hundreds of
doctors were charged with petty
corruption over the years and more
thousands emigrated since 2007, the
solution to Romania’s health system
is not in the realm of anticorruption.
A radical reform of the sector and of
its financing are the ways out. In
other words, anticorruption

encourage the funding of grassroots
watchdogs, especially outside the
capital, particularly when EU funds
are concerned. The anticorruption
legislation also must evolve in order
to cover better the insider dealings
which make most of transactions and
not just bribing. Finally, since all
government parties have proved
unwilling to change the rules of the
game, new political challengers are
needed or the system will continue
reproducing itself. These political
challengers have already their
program laid out: changing the
current policies which only feed lack
of accountability and corruption.
Ironically, a “reform of the state” for
better governance was also the
program of President Băsescu and
the current government when taking
office in 2009. 
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Hungry, with money in their pockets
For the Romanian authorities, spending €15 mil per day
proves to be too much of a burden

For a state struggling to pay
pensions and salaries to its civil
servants, Romania looks as if it´s
living through an absurd drama. It
has finances for various investments
but is unable to make use of them. It
must spend no less than €15 million
per day until 2015 in order to absorb
the total funds allocated by the EU
for the budgetary exercise 20072013, and judging by the fact that
the present absorption rate is €1.13
million per day, under the “no policy
action scenario” the prospect of full
absorption seems completely
unrealistic.
In fact, after four years of EU
membership Romania spent only
8.6% of total allocation for the
budgetary cycle 2007-201316. Nor is
Romania’s position encouraging from
an international perspective, for
together with Bulgaria, our country
sits at the very bottom of the ranking
of new member states. The average
absorption rate of the other EU-8
countries for the equivalent period is
around 22%.
Based on the most recently released
data Romania could lose money in
the area of transport, administrative
capacity and technical assistance.
However, an internal comparison of
the implementation of the seven
Operational Programs (OP’s) throws
a different light on the Romanian
case, although with variable results.

16

Absorption rate is calculated including
pre-finance allocations.

1. What do we get from
Structural and Cohesion Funds
and what are the main
challenges?
Structural and cohesion funds are
“widely perceived in Central and
Eastern Europe as manna from
heaven”, as a 2007 IMF report
notes. By the logic of these funds,
that perception is only partially
accurate. Run via the EU Cohesion
Policy, they are financial allocations
dedicated to member states for the
very purpose of increasing their
convergence, competitiveness and
employment. The main vehicles to
support those three objectives are
the three funds: European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF), the
European Social Fund (ESF), which
are usually called structural funds,
and the Cohesion Fund. From that
perspective the Operational
Programs (OPs) sit at national level
as policy implementation
instruments.
When discussing structural and
cohesion funds the key concept is
the absorption rate. In our analysis
absorption rate is defined as the
percentage of the total funds
allocated from the EU budget
(usually referred as EU contribution)
and paid by the Romanian
authorities to the final beneficiaries.
If absorbed effectively, structural
and cohesion funds could make a
difference to the overall
development of a country. By some
reports they can increase economic
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growth by 0.7 % annually, but
others say not more than 0.1%17.
For the former communist countries
the funds could be fuel for their
modernization. They can cover areas
systematically neglected or, where
State intervention, although
enormous, has utterly failed both
under communism and during the
transition years: under-investment
in modern infrastructure or human
resources, catch-up by less
developed regions, strengthening
sub-national administration.
In May 2004, all Polish regions were
below the 75% of GDP/capita EU
average. The country received €435
million as structural funds, and in
2007, €3.1 billion. As a result, a
positive impact of 0.6-0.9% GDP
growth rate was estimated for 2007.
The employment rate increased by
6% from 2003 to 2007, and 3.700
km of road and more than 200 km
of motorways had been built or
brought up to modern standards by
the end of 2007. In Latvia, the
GDP/capita increased from 43% of
the EU average in 2004, to 60% in
2007 and the unemployment rate
there has fallen by about 5% while
120 water-supply systems have
been upgraded.
It is true to say that it is hard to
discern the precise effect of the EU
funds in a period of rapid growth
across the whole region, when new
EU members and non-EU countries
alike have converged towards
Western standards. The actual
impact of EU structural and cohesion
funds is hard to measure other than
through conjectures and counterfactuals, while the Cohesion Policy is
permanently criticized18. Yet, a net
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Tab 1: Total allocations and
absorption, international comparison
in Dec 2010
Allocations
2007-2013,
bn€

Absorption,
Dec 2010, %

Estonia

3.5

26

Latvia

4.6

29

Poland

67.3

20.4

Czech Rep

26.7

12.4

Bulgaria

6.9

10.2

Romania

19.7

8.6

Source: European Commission, Ro Gov
Tab 2: Absorption in the first three
years (2004-06 allocations, in Dec
2007)19
Allocations
2004-06,
bn€

Total
paym,
2007

Absorption
%

Czech Rep

2.3

1.5

64

Estonia

0.6

0.4

64

Hungary

2.8

2.1

75

Latvia

1.0

0.7

67

Lithuania

1.4

0.9

62

11.5

7.8

68

Slovakia

1.4

1.0

72

Slovenia

0.4

0.2

58

Poland

Source: European Commission
Tab 3: Absorption in the first three
years (2007-09 allocations, in Dec
2010)
Allocations
2007-09,
bn€

Paym,
end
2010

Absorption
%

Romania

5.6

1.6

29

Bulgaria

2.2

0.7

30

Source: European Commission; Romanian &
Bulgarian Authorities for Coordination of
Structural and Cohesion Instruments (ACIS)

17

See for example Zaman G, Georgescu
G 2009, “Structural Fund Absorption: A
New Challenge for Romania?” Romanian
Journal of Economic Forecasting, no 1,
pp. 136-154, http://www.ipe.ro
18

See a good summary in Santos I 2009,
“EU Cohesion Policy: Some fundamental
Questions”, Bruegel,
http://www.bruegel.org

19

Table 2 and 3 are a detailed display of
allocations and payments. For the sake of
accuracy when comparing the 2004 wave with
Romania and Bulgaria we considered the
allocations of for the first three years after
accession for the EU8 and payments at the
end of 2007. Similarly for Romania and
Bulgaria (EU2) we took the allocations for the
first three years after accession (2007, 2008,
2009) and the payments made by end 2010.
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injection of 2.1% to 5% to a country
GDP is far from negligible.
Despite the supposed “free lunch”
nature of EU funds, the absorption
rates are not similar across member
states – and hardly “manna from
heaven”. The two tables bellow point
explicitly to the discrepancy between
the countries which joined the EU in
2004 and the most recent member
states, Romania and Bulgaria. They
show the difficulty of gaining access
to the funds and reinforce the idea
that there is indeed no such thing as
a free lunch.

2. What does the EU funds
absorption mean?
In Romania, structural and cohesion
funds were eagerly awaited by many
of their beneficiaries, but when the
funds were launched, the process of
acquiring them proved to be more
intricate than expected. A quick look
at the contextual problems and at
the state of affairs regarding
absorption problems in new member
countries suggests two main
questions to be investigated for the
Romanian case. First, is the low
absorption rate explained by
contextual economic factors, such as
the international financial crisis? And
second, is the low performance
rather to be associated with a more
fundamental problem such as poor
administrative capacity? Let us look
closely at both questions.
In the last few years the financial
crisis has placed great pressure on
the banks operating in Romania and
on their ability to lend money. It has
had two implications: first, the
capacity of private companies to cofinance potential projects financed
through structural and cohesion
funds has decreased considerably
since such resources would normally
come from the banking sector;
second, because of the general
business downturn, payments have
been slowed among all businesses.
That slowness has created farreaching congestion in day to day
economic activity among contractors

and beneficiaries, clients and
providers, and so on. The entire
process is illustrated by a rise in
private debt (in Romanian currency)
of ordinary Romanian households as
well as businesses, from 880 million
RON in January 2008, to 4.85 billion
lei in February 2010, according to
BNR. The scarce liquidities in the
markets have made different
categories of beneficiaries unable to
commit resources to projects of this
type.
In an interview round20 with various
stakeholders held in Timişoara, the
matter of financial crisis has become
more obvious. One of the
beneficiaries interviewed explained:
“Access to loans is very difficult
and that is a real problem now.
Banks are very reluctant to
actually lend money to people
even if that concerns structural
funds. They do not have sufficient
guarantee that clients would be
able actually to get
reimbursement from the EU for
the expenses incurred in the
project. Despite different
government actions, i.e.
Guarantee Funds, etc., banks do
not readily take the risk. They
treat SME's applying for structural
funds no differently from those
who are just looking for an
ordinary loan.”
In a different interview, Mr. Aurel
Saramet, the President of FNGCIMM,
says that there is a conflict between
the managing authorities, who are
under pressure to increase
absorption rates, and the banks. A
lot of banks complain that approved
projects, around 30%, are, from the
point of view of the Banks,
financially unsecured or at least
unsustainable. That discredits the
evaluation process and general faith
in approved projects, because an
approved project must be bankable
if it is to be sustainable21. Clearly,
20

We thank the European Stability
Initiative (ESI) for its support in this
research.
21

Newschanel.ro
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the financial crisis seems to have
had a detrimental effect on the
implementation of structural and
cohesion funds in Romania. We shall
see in the next section if that is
indeed the case and how.
The second problem is Romania´s
administrative capacity, which has
implications for the management
and implementation of any public
policy, including coordination of the
European Structural and Cohesion
instruments. Those funds are
managed by the public authorities
and success there depends on the
reform of public bureaucracies. Poor
administrative capacity can be
broken down into two categories of
problems: human resources
problems, both in terms of
insufficient personnel or lack of
relevant skills, and recruitment
difficulties, often of a political
nature. There tends also to be a lack
of horizontal management, with
weak coordination and poor
adaptability to the needs of
stakeholders.
The human resources problem within
Romanian administration is not a
new topic. A year before EU
accession, a SIGMA report showed
that even though essential steps had
been made, reform of recruitment
and promotion “remained
theoretical” 22.
“Promotion based on merit and
professional background would
have to be implemented first in
order to prove any change (...). A
functioning, fair and transparent
salary system, which is a key to
reform, is still missing and its
introduction will be unnecessarily
delayed due to technical and
methodological difficulties.
Disciplinary mechanisms need to
be strengthened (...). Civil service
reforms in Romania tend to
search for short-term, piecemeal
answers to issues of the day
instead of addressing the deep
22

SIGMA, 2006, “Romania Public Service
and the Administrative Framework
Assessment”, Assessments Reports
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systemic problems that exist.”
(SIGMA, 2006)
These findings point to a chronic
human resources problem for
Romanian public administration and
although five years have passed
since the publication of the SIGMA
report, it still perfectly describes the
current situation.
Nevertheless that is not something
unique to us in Romania! The
experience of the other former
communist countries teaches us that
public personnel management
contains an inherent dilemma, and
even more so after joining of the EU.
First, the aspect of the politicization
of the Civil Service becomes
prominent. Second, incentives and
management systems are generally
inadequate for ensuring the
recruitment of high quality staff in a
changing labor market which offers
more attractive opportunities in the
private sector. Although the matter
of administrative capacity was put
on the agenda of all new candidate
countries, it was done mostly
formally and in a rush, to allow a
box to be ticked and negations to be
started.
The second concept associated with
weak administrative capability is
horizontal management, a core
concept for the entire management
mechanism of structural and
cohesion funds. There the focus is
on interdependence, negotiation and
persuasion, rather than on
relationships of control and power.

3. Disaster looms: some OPs
stand to lose the EU funds
Somewhat understandably, as
latecomers Romania and Bulgaria
are among the worst managers of
structural and cohesion instruments.
A comparative view across the seven
Romanian OPs is given in the Tab. 4.
As we can see, the performances are
different among operational
programs, which creates a strong
rationale for an internal comparative
analysis among OPs. The variation
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Tab 4: Overall absorption rates for the 2007 allocations (Mil EUR) under
each one of the Operational Programs (OPs)
OPs

Total
alloc
2007-13

Payment
until Dec
2010

Total
absorption
rate,
%

Absorption
rate at n+3
(2007 alloc)
%

Environment

4,512

318

7

1171

Transport

4,565

47

1

19

Regional OP

3,726

555

14.8

168

Economic
Competitiveness

2,554

251

9.8

147

Human Resources
Development

3,476

464

13

218

Administrative
Capacity Development

208

10

4.9

50

Technical Assistance

170

9

5.3

53

Source: Yearly allocations taken from the final OP’s signed by the EU; the Authority of
Structural Instruments Coordination, 2010

Tab 5. The calendar of the approval of the OP by the EC (overview)
OP

Date of approval
by EC

Date of first call for
applications

Environment

11/07/2007

08/10/2007

Transport

12/07/2007

03/10/2008

Regional OP

12/07/2007

10/09/2007

Economic Competitiveness

12/07/2007

17/03/2008

Human Resources Development

22/11/2007

15/02/2008

Administrative Capacity
Development

21/11/2007

15/05/2008

Source: MA’s Annual Implementation Report of the individual OP’s

opens up the discussions about
similarities and discrepancies, about
the likely patterns among the
successful and unsuccessful
performers.
According to the EU regulations for
the Cohesion Policy, the spending
rule for the new member states,
including Romania and Bulgaria, is
n+3 (for the financial allocations
2007-2010) and n+2 (for the
financial allocations 2010-2013),
which means that by 31st December

2010 the financial allocations for
year “n”, 2007 in our case, should
have been spent. Otherwise, the
money is lost.
On 31st December 2010, at the end
of the “n+3” cycle, Romania was
unable to fully absorb money for
three OPs: Transport, Development
of Administrative Capacity and
Technical Assistance. According to
the rules, Romania has lost roughly
81% of funds in the areas of
Transport, 49% for administrative
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capacity and 47% for technical
assistance. That makes a total loss
of EUR222 million. The OP for
Development of Human Resources is
in a better situation, followed by the
Regional OP and, closely, by
Economic Competitiveness. In those
last cases the allocations for 2007
have been exceeded.
One thing that can at least partly
explain the differences among OPs is
their decoupled calendar of
approval. Some were signed by the
Commission in the summer of 2007,
but in two cases the negotiation
process was delayed until autumn.
Accordingly, 2007 was mainly an
“adjustment” year but we can
already see that the Environment
and Regional Development OP had
an early start, which has
implications for the entire dynamic
of implementation. We can see that
there is quite a good correlation
between the delay in launching the
first calls for applications and the
success of the OPs. The Transport
OP is the most striking example
from this perspective.
The financial crisis is a general
background which has affected the
entire performance of implementing
structural and cohesion funds in
Romania. It is significant for the
overall absorption rate but not an
ingredient causing the variation
among OPs. For instance, despite
having a category of beneficiaries
closely exposed to financial market
fluctuations, the OP for Increasing
Economic Competitiveness is one of
the best performing. That is true for
the Regional OP too.
In the case of the Transport OP ,
which has been the worst performer,
we can assume that the financial
crisis is a major factor since it is the
Romanian state which is charged
with co-financing – but so it is in the
case of the Environment OP, which
is also dedicated to the public
authorities. In fact, a closer look at
the management of the Transport
OP points out to problems of a
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different nature. More about that
below.
Nonetheless, the problem of the
financial crisis was tackled both by
the EC and the Romanian
authorities. The EC took some steps
forward and extended the amounts
of money advanced to member
states:
“The EU went beyond (...) and
further adapted it to meet the
demands of the crisis. The focal
point of changes introduced on
the eve of 2009 was to provide
additional liquidity to Member
States in order to speed up
implementation of projects or at
least to keep the pace originally
foreseen in spite of the credit
crunch. To that end, early in 2009
Member States received over €6
billion in additional advances on
top of the originally foreseen €5
billion.”23
Romania in particular received an
advance payment of €260 million on
top of the initial advance payments,
which increased the total amount of
allocations for the year 2007 at
€1.95 billion24 (EC Romania, 2010).
The Government too responded to
the challenge. In June 2009 the law
regarding pre-financing was
amended so that pre-financing could
be up to 30%. As an exception, for
the Development of Human
Resources OP, pre-financing could
be up to 40% for social inclusion
projects. Therefore, the financial
crisis hypothesis plays rather a side
role.
All in all, the global financial crisis
does not explain the dismal state of
EU funds absorption in Romania. On
the contrary, the problem of low
23
EC 2009b, Paweł SAMECKI European
Commissioner responsible for Regional
Policy, Keynote Speech Conference "The
geography of the financial crisis and
policy response" Warsaw, Poland, 21
September 2009
24

Let us remember that the allocations
for the year 2007 have initially been €1.3
billion (Tab 2).
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public administration capacity is a
causes must surely lie somewhere
more significant factor. The human
else.
resources aspect is a cross-cutting
In fact, a key aspect of the human
problem. Without exception, all the
resource problem is politicisation,
OPs struggle with personnel
and there are two important things
shortages, both in terms of pure
related to that. First, politicisation
numbers, and skills. For instance, in
can be seen at the level of political
the case of the Transport OP,
involvement in recruitment policy,
qualified personnel cannot be
although that is not easy to assess.
retained because of low salaries.
It was reported in the case of the
Among the main points discussed in
Environment OP, and the annual
th
the monitoring visits of 5
reports of the Regional Development
rd
November 2009 and 3 June 2010
and the Administrative Capacity OPs
was the severity of personnel
flag up politicisation at the level of
shortages at the level of
local public administration.
management authority (MA), and
Fluctuations in leadership are
the weak association between salary
harmful to the continuity of projects
level and personnel responsibilities.
and to the submission of new
That has created
proposals. However,
continuous fluctuations
After four years of
in the Transport OP,
and thus affected the
membership Romania
alleged conflict of
entire management
stands to lose €200 mil
interests were
process. MA for OP
on OP Transportation
indicated by the
Environment makes
alone, i.e. 81% of the
Commission
clear in its annual report
money allocated to the
representative in the
that lack of personnel is
sector
monitoring visit of
a constraint. In the case
2009. The conflict
of OP Economic Competiveness and
involved staff positions with
Human Resources the matter is even
responsibilities both at MA level and
more pressing and it is reinforced
within the National Company of
25
both by beneficiaries and the
Railways and the National Company
management authorities’ directors.
for Roads and Motorways, the main
The problem seems real and could
beneficiaries of the OP.
affect absorption rates. Yet, the
For additional insight, let us take a
question is how significant an aspect
closer look at the Regional
it is, and even more, is there any
Development and Environment OPs.
guarantee that if the human
The two MAs have a clear
resources problem were solved
organizational structure, with IBs at
quantitatively, would absorption
regional level. That has created
rates for structural and cohesion
opportunities to better coordinate
funds pop up? We argue that they
both with public authorities and
are more likely not to. While it is a
beneficiaries at the grassroots level.
cross-cutting problem, it is certainly
Their structures are accommodated
not the chief factor reducing the
within a single ministry and their
successes of the management
capacity to solve tasks does not
authorities. Since OPs facing the
involve complicated channels of
same personnel shortages show
communication. Moreover, they
such divergent performance, the
have been the first MAs to start
launching calls for applications
showing better strategy and
25
On 26th January 2010 a large group of
planning capacity.
NGO’s consultancy and business
associations sent a join complaint to the
Romanian Prime Minister, underlining the
matter of personnel as being most
pressing (Resource Centre for Public
Participation, 2010)

What is more, they had a head start
with the pre-accession EU funds
such as PHARE. One of the Directors
of the Regional Development
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Box 1. Operational Program Transport
OP Transport is the least successful program. Despite the fact that its
allocations are the highest (€4.51 bn for the 2007-2013 budget period) by
the “n+3” rule the commitments for the year 2007 have been absorbed only
at a level of 18%.
Until recently, OP Transport was also the most opaque. Annual
implementation reports, although mandatory by EC regulations, were not
published on the websites. Monitoring meeting reports are sometimes posted,
but not generally. In our local interview session OP Transport branches were
mostly un-contactable and any meeting with them is hard to organize. For
the OP with the biggest share of EU cohesion funds the lack of transparency
is alarming and it proves to be closely correlated with its weak results.
The overall performance of this OP is maybe the last wake-up call that the
government will have to reorganise the whole system of management of EU
Funds. Often enough reallocations have been mentioned as an option to
correct for poor absorption of this OP. However, that is not an option here,
given the desperate need for such infrastructure in Romania. The separation
of the OP from the political ministerial layer would probably be more effective,
but would clearly imply a complete reorganisation of the management
authority and of its public beneficiaries: SNCFR, CNDAR, etc. Performance
indicators could be established and if adequate personnel policy were
implemented, skilled people could be recruited.

Agencies reinforced the argument in
an interview:
“Currently a total of 65 people are
fully employed within the Agency
(including outlets in the counties)
and many of them have the
necessary experience of EU funds
by working on PHARE. However,
this is not sufficiently exploited
because many intermediary
bodies were created from scratch
without having the necessary
experience and personnel to deal
with EU funds. My agency is far
more prepared for this than other
public authorities in charge of
Structural Funds, but they have
more decision making power than
we do.”
The MA for the Environment OP
during the pre-accession years26
managed the complex ISPA program
which largely prepared the ground
for the arrival of the environment
cohesion funds. On the other hand,
the MA for Regional Development
26 The ISPA program has closed at the
end of 2010.

coordinated many components of the
PHARE program, and hence both
personnel experience and overall
organizational structure allowed a
smooth shift to structural funds. All
that has resulted in better absorption
of funds by the end of the “n+3”
cycle. However, the Transport OP
has also managed ISPA projects in
the past and in spite of that its
results today are a disaster, as the
textbox shows.

CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

The assessment of MAs supporting
the implementation of structural and
cohesion funds in Romania finds that
indeed administrative capacity – and
not the global economic crisis – is
the most serious obstacle to
increasing the rate of absorption. In
2009 the Romanian government had
to turn to a joint loan from the IMF
and the European Commission in
order to be able to sustain its public
budget. A complete absorption of
cohesion and structural funds
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becomes in that context the utmost
priority. We urge decisive policy
actions along the lines detailed
below.
Public administration reform
must be seen as a strategic
priority. This is not a simple
declarative or political objective but
a complex process that needs to be
seriously considered. The present
Romanian Government made the
absorption of EU funds one of its
core objectives. However, that has
no real substance unless the
underlying problems are solved.
Public administration reform is a
complex task for which there are no
ready-made models, while EUinspired creations are not always
feasible. For example the Civil
Service Policy Department was
gradually diminished in Hungary;
the Civil Service Office has been
completely abolished in Poland and
Slovak Republic, etc.
Romanian public authorities
should start to change their logic
of action. Structural and cohesion
funds are almost crying out for a
different approach: coordination with
stakeholders is needed, coordination
between management authorities,
flexibility of procedures and rules,
orientation towards final outcomes,
and perhaps most importantly,
innovation. For instance, the
majority of MAs sought to increase
their management capacities by outsourcing their evaluation procedure,
due to the large number of
applications received and to the
scarcity of in-house human
resources. The technical assistance
money has largely been used for
that although it proved quite
unsuccessful in the end, because the
approach was not bold enough,
amounting as it were to half
measures. No MA has brought a
complete and innovative technical
solution27 for solving this problem.

Therefore, hugely wide scope is left
for creating technical applications,
i.e. automatic call centers and other
software solutions for management,
and while e-Governance may still
sound over ambitious for the
Romanian public authorities, the
nature of structural and cohesion
funds is again the best window of
opportunity for them to design and
implement such tools.
● Reorganization of
management authorities, by
broadening the role and scope of
public organizations which show
a good track record with EU
funds. If there are public authorities
such as Regional Development
Authorities which are better
equipped to deal with EU funds, why
should they not be more
empowered?
● Decreasing of political
involvement in recruitment
policy, both at local and central
level. The involvement of the
political appointee in the
management system has proved so
far to be completely unsustainable.
More qualified personnel are needed,
especially in areas such as transport
where great expertise is required. A
pragmatic personnel policy targeting
experts and creating incentives to
keep them in the system should
overcome the current short-sighted
personnel plan. That would be
closely linked to our next
recommendation.
● Human resources
management within Romanian
public administration must be
reconsidered. Again, innovative
solutions should be found to retain
skilled people and avoid fluctuations.
Money is not always the main reason
why good people leave –
empowerment, the coupling of
responsibility with the freedom to
decide, and a better working
environment also count.

27

An IT management solution for
structural and cohesion funds, called
SMIS, already exists but its functioning
seems inappropriate. In fact, the MA
Development for Human Resources was

sanctioned by the EC for, among others,
a sub-optimal functioning of SMIS. See
the declaration of the MA representative
(HotNews.ro, 31st March, 2010).
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● Couple flexibility and decision
discretion for middle
management positions, i.e. ACIS
Director, MA Directors, with
performance measurement and
incentive systems. The
management system of EU funds is
best suited to a modern public
management approach. The system
has clear objectives and tasks, and
above all a clear indicator to follow:
the absorption rates. Allowing on the
one hand flexibility and decision
making power for managers, but on
the other hand holding them
accountable via a performance
measurement scheme could
introduce a different dynamic to the
entire structure. The people in
charge of absorption should have
their contract tied to the monthly
level of that indicator. Starting with
the people inside the Authority for
Coordination of Structural and
Cohesion Instrument (ACIS) and
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ending with the intermediary body
(IB’s) personnel, in fact everyone
should have a remuneration package
tied to specific achievements.
● Relevant and more
transparent evaluations, with a
focus on real problems and not
shying away from pointing out
policy trade-offs, gaps and
controversies. This is a public
learning process crucial to the
quality of governance, which should
be piloted on EU funds where
evaluations are mandatory, but
subsequently expanded to other,
non-acquis areas too. The tendency
of ACIS to treat information on OPs
spending and impact as top secret,
to be shared only between the
government and DG Regio, should
be cut short. In its stead,
transparency and public discussion
should prevail. 
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The vanishing labor force
The labour market needs a strong stimulus, or else it
will become a major obstacle for the country’s
economic development

The labor market in the past 20
years was heavily influenced by the
social and economic transformation
of Romania. It was also hindered by
uninspired policies such as rigid
regulations or incentives for early
exit in the case of pensions. The
outcome today is a shrinking
employment rate combined with
structural problems of informality,
high representation of agricultural
self-employment, low mobility
among economic sectors and
geographic areas, obstacles in access
for vulnerable groups and lots of
stimuli for early exit. Demography is
merciless: either Romania stops
wasting its labor resources and
tackles the deep structural problems
or the entire socio-economic
development is under threat.
Romania has seen a steady decrease
of the activity rate28. From a rate of
80% in 1990, it decreased to 65.7%
in 2009, below the EU27 average of
71.3%. The lowest rate of activity
was registered in 2004 (64.2%), with
a decrease of 2 million people in the
active population compared to 1990.
The employment rate had a similar
trend. By 2004, only 57.6% of the
population of working age was in a
form of employment. Since then, the
situation has slowly improved, going
28

Activity rate is the % of the active
population (employed + unemployed) out
of the number of people able to work
(working age + outside the limits of
working age but still working).

up to 60.1% in 2010 (2nd quarter)
with a slight drop in 2009
attributable to the crisis. However,
the employment rate is still lower
than the EU27 average of 64.6%29.
Paradoxically, on unemployment
Romania scores better than most
European countries. This is due to
the high informality of the labor
market, widespread
underemployment and early exit.
These are structural problems that
hinder current development and
place significant risks for Romania’s
future.

1. Black market rampant,
especially among the young
The access to the labor market is
difficult for new entrants across
Europe; Romania makes no
exception. In 2009, the average
unemployment rate in UE 27 for
young people (15-24) was 19.4%
compared to the overall
unemployment of 8.9%. In our case
the figure for youth unemployment is
slightly higher than the EU average
(20.9%), while the total
unemployment rate is lower (6.9%).
In addition, about 49.5% of young
unemployed are jobless for more
than 1 year30. All these show that for
Romanian youngsters it is more
difficult to enter the labor market
29

Eurostat, latest available data refer to
2009.
30

INSSE
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Fig. 1. Employment rate

Fig. 2. Unemployment rate
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compared to their European
counterparts.
On top of high youth unemployment,
a significant share of the Romanian
labor market is informal, with higher
risks of informal work for the young
workforce. A study of the National
Institute of Statistics31 shows that
about 1.4-1.7 million of people work
in the informal sector (as a primary
or secondary activity). This is more
widespread in rural areas and among
the young. About 40% of the people
in the informal sector are between
15-34 years old. Furthermore, about
19% of the working people of 15-24
years are employed in the informal
economy. This figure is larger than
the rates for other age groups (912%), even for 65+, where the
percentage of informal work reaches
16%.
Taxation is regarded as a key means
to tackle informal work, especially
when discussing the share of taxes
and contribution in the labor costs.
However, contrary to the current
perceptions, Romania is below the
European averages on the tax
burden on labor. The share of taxes
& contributions paid by employers is
24.6%, against a EU average of
32.7% of total labor costs. The taxes
& contributions paid by the employee
are 27% of the gross income,
compared to 30.7% in EU 2732.
However, parts of the Romanian
economy do not seem able to
support even this level. The informal
work is highly concentrated among
workers with low or no qualifications,
employed usually in small
enterprises (1-9 people), hired on a
daily basis, especially in agriculture
and workshops33. Given the low
productivity of this segment, it could
31

Stanculescu, M.S; Marin, M (2009)
Economia Informala in Romania in anul
2008, Institutul National de Statistica

32

Eurostat 2007; since then, the social
insurance contributions increased in
Romania, the overall % remaining below
the European averages

33

Stanculescu, M.S; Marin, M (2009)

be too expensive for employers to
hire them officially, taking into
account the combination of minimum
wage, taxes & contributions and also
the administrative costs for
contracting short-term workers. The
discouraging effect of Labor
Inspection controls is not yet visible.
The idea of tackling the problem of
informal work only by repression,
given the context, seems naive at
best.
There are two key sets of
measures that could partially
address the high levels of
informality among young people:
labor market regulations and
education.
1.1. First, labor regulations need
to become more flexible for the new
entrants. Part-time work and limited
duration contracts are far better
options compared to informal work.
It is noticeable that such flexible
forms of work are heavily underrepresented on the Romanian labor
market compared to other European
countries (see graph below) and
leaner regulations could be
beneficial. In EU 27, temporary
contracts for young employees (1524 years) represent 40% of the total,
while in Romania the share of
temporary contracts for the same
age group is 3.7%34. The regulations
on temporary contracts seem to
affect the young workers more, as
this type of employment is used as
an entrance route to the labor
market throughout Europe.
The changes to the Labor Code,
proposed by the Government in
December 2010, remove some of the
restrictions for temporary contracts:
they can go up to three years,
instead of two. The limitation to two
extensions per temporary contract is
to be eliminated. Also the
Government proposed to lift the
obligation of the employer to fill in a
position with permanent staff after
three consecutive temporary
contracts with one person. The trade
34

EC (2010) Employment in Europe 2010
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unions opposed these changes,
invoking EU Council Directive
1999/70/EC on fixed-term work. To
prevent abuse by the use of
successive fixed-term employment
contracts or relationships, the
directive argues that member states
should include in their legislation one
or more of the following measures:
(a) objective reasons justifying the
renewal of such contracts or
relationships;
(b) the maximum total duration of
successive fixed-term employment
contracts or relationships;
(c) the number of renewals of such
contracts or relationships.
The extension of the duration for a
fix-term contract is not a problem in
itself. As the directive does not
provide any guideline on what
duration is appropriate, it is up to the
member state to decide it. The
change from two years to three is
clearly not breaching the underlying
principles of the Directive 70/1999.
Instead, the real problem is the
proposal that any reference to
successive contracts (definition,
numbers) be eliminated too, and
therefore the provision covering the
duration can easily be interpreted as
the maximum duration per contract.
Given that temporary contracts are
under-developed in our country,
leaner regulations are
recommendable, but no regulation at
all limiting the use of successive
contracts with the same individual
can open the door for abuses.
The proposals from the government
also cover the temporary agency
work, updating the Romanian
legislation in line with European
Directive 104/2008. The most
important changes refer to the
assignment duration (from 12 to 24
months), the possibility for
successive extensions of the
assignment (up to an overall
duration of 36 months), regulations
regarding the relationship between
the agency and the employer. The
agency is prohibited from charging
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the employee for finding
assignments but, at the same time,
the agency is no longer obligated to
remunerate the temporary worker
between assignments. The
Government’s proposals do not alter
in any way the regulations on parttime work.
1.2. A second lever that can
increase competitiveness of
youth on the formal labor market
is education. Currently, the
outcomes of the basic education are
far below expectations. The scores
obtained by Romanian pupils in
international tests (PISA, PIRLS etc.)
are among the lowest in Europe. The
basic competences drafted at
European level – a bit of a muddle
themselves – are not yet transposed
in the curricula, textbooks and
teaching methods. The education
reform needs to focus more on the
content of education and less on the
irrelevant changes that make the
headlines, such as the level of
compulsory enrolment age, or
whether the 9th grade should be part
of the lower or higher secondary
school.
The weaker school attainments are
further reflected in the structure of
the labor market dominated by
skilled manual occupations (50,7%),
while skilled non-manual occupations
represent only 22.7% (EU27: skilled
manual 25.8%, skilled non-manual
39.9%)35.
University education seems to fare
better in terms of increasing
employability. However, despite
massification of tertiary education,
employers in Romania have major
difficulties in finding appropriate
skills, including for occupations that
require high qualifications. A survey36
conducted in 2010 indicates
35

Massareli, N; Wozowczyk, M (2010)
European Union Labour Force Survey Annual results 2009, Eurostat Population
and Social Conditions, Data in Focus
35/2010.
36
Manpower (2010) 2010 Talent
Shortage Survey Results.
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Fig. 5. Employment rate
2009
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Whether European countries will
continue to pay lip service to the
European agendas remains to be
seen. Romania, however, should take
it more seriously as its structural
problems, especial the informality of
the labor market, are far greater
than in other European countries and
therefore they need to be addressed
fast. Demographic pressures on the
labor market are going to increase in
the following decades. Taking into
account that the cohorts that are
now entering the labor market are
much smaller compared to those
born between ‘68-’89, any waste in
young labor resource is likely to
increase an already existing
imbalance.

2. Massive underemployment
in rural areas

The flexibility of labor market and
improvement of skills is also the
focus taken by the European freshly
released “Agenda for new
competences and workplaces”.

The economic transition of the
Central and Eastern European
economies led to the downsizing of
the industry and agriculture and the
increase of the service sector. In
Romania, employment in industry
has shrunk considerably. The
investment and the added value of
the service sector grew, but not
matched by a similar increase in
employment. Thus, the workforce
shifted towards agriculture that
functioned as a social buffer to
economic restructuring. As a result of
the social and economic
restructuring, in 2001, about 43.5%
of the working population was
employed in agriculture and
contributed 14.1% to the GDP. Since
then, both workforce inputs and
gross added value have had a
downward trend. In 2009, Romania
had about 28.7% of the working
population employed in agriculture,
and agriculture contributed 7.3% to
the GDP. These figures still indicate a
significant deviation from the
European economic patterns. The
labor force employed in agriculture in
EU27 is 5.1% of the working
population and the gross added value
is 1.7% (2009)38.

37
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engineers and managers/executives
among top 5 positions most difficult
to fill. The same survey showed that
36% of Romanian employers
encounter major difficulties in finding
the right people to fill jobs. In 2007,
before the economic crisis, the
percentage was up to 73%.
The lack of cooperation and
communication between employers
and universities, and the decision
power of self-interested actors in
universities lead to the proliferation
of irrelevant courses that do not
enhance the employability of young
graduates. Only the graduates of
architecture and medical schools
have a high rate of employment in
the same field (71%, respectively
89%), compared to engineering
(56%), law (57%), economics (54%)
or humanistic fields (45%)37.

www.rncis.ro
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Looking at the structure of
employment, one can find a visible
separation between rural and urban
areas. While the urban labor force is
more or less aligned to the European
trends, yet with an underrepresentation of entrepreneurs, the
rural labor market is similar to preindustrial societies, with a massive
underemployment in subsistence
farming.
According to the official statistics, in
2009, subsistence farming (selfemployed in agriculture and unpaid
family workers) involved about 61%
of the rural working population39,
decreasing from 72% in 2000.
Simultaneously, the number of
employees grew to 38% of rural
employment (from 26% in 2000).
However, many of the new
employees are found in the informal
economy, as about 1 million people
in rural areas (19% of the working
rural population) work in informal
economy. In urban areas, only 7% of
employees are found in informal
work40.
The structure of the rural workforce
is highly relevant, as Romania has a
very low level of urbanization,
actually the lowest in Europe, except
Albania. In 2010, only 55% of the
population lived in cities, compared
to 73% in the EU. Furthermore, in
the last decade, the share of
population living in rural and urban
areas changed only with 0.5% in
favor of urban. The trend of internal
migration to rural areas that
dominated the ‘90s slowed down in
2005 and 2006, but it seems the
economic crisis refueled the move to
rural areas. In 2007-2008, more
than half of all people changing their
domicile moved to rural areas (53%
in 2007 and 52.2% in 2008). The UN
estimates that Romania will reach
the current European level of

39

Anuarul statistic 2010

40

Stanculescu, M.S.; Marin, M. (2009)
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Fig. 6. Urban-rural, by
type of activity
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urbanization by 205041. Therefore
the rural labor market will still have
an important share at least in the
following decades.
Another widespread opinion claims
that the rapid ageing of the rural
population leads to the natural
contraction of subsistence
agriculture. However, the fact that
the rural population is ageing faster
is not supported by the data, at least
not by the aggregated data for
national level. The median age in
1990 was 34 years in rural areas,
while in urban area it was 31.
Starting with 2005 the median age is
the roughly the same both in rural in
urban areas: 38 years. Rural areas
have a higher share of population
60+, but at the same time more
children are born here.
Moreover, rural areas should not be
treated as a whole, as aggregated
data can obscure large sub-national
differences. For example, both
Teleorman and Suceava are counties
with low levels of urbanization (33%
in Teleorman and 43% in Suceava)
and high employment in agriculture
41
UN (2008) World Urbanization
Prospects. The 2007 Revision.

100%
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(55% in Teleorman and 44% in
Suceava), especially in subsistence
agriculture. But the similarities stop
here, as the demography of these
two counties is diverging. Teleorman
County has a large share of elderly
population 60+ (28%), while
Suceava has a share of 18%, which
is below the national average (19%).
Teleorman has a very pronounced
negative natural increase (-9.1‰)
while Suceava is the county with the
second highest natural increase
(1.2‰) after Iaşi, compared to the
national average of -1.7‰ (see Fig.
9).

Fig. 7. Rural population in
Romania, % 1990-2009
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Fig. 8. Urban - rural
population by age
2010, thousands
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Under these circumstances, we
should expect these sub-regions of
Romania to follow different paths.
While the South is under threat of
depopulation, Moldova will have to
deal with a resilient subsistence
model in rural areas. Both are longlasting structural problems and labor
policies for rural areas drafted
centrally cannot respond
appropriately to the needs of these
two groups.
The highly centralized labor policies
risk ignoring the local context,
applying a single recipe for problems
that are significantly different. This is
also true for the interventions
financed by the European Social
Fund (ESF) which, like the other
structural operations programs, is
also relatively rigid and centralized.
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3. Early exit from labor
market
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Romania used intensively early
retirement schemes in the economic
restructuring process that took place
in the ‘90s. Although the pension
reform in 2000 aimed precisely at
slowing down the early withdrawal
from labor market, the law still
provided routes for early retirement,
complemented by a poorly
administered invalidity scheme which
is notoriously open to abuse42. The
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Tab 1: Number of pensioners by type of pension, thousands
1990

1995

2000

2005

2009

TOTAL

3,577

5,187

6,110

6,042

5,676

Pensioners - state social
insurance

2,493

3,519

4,246

4,611

4,718

1,859

2,568

3,087

3,146

3,239

1,160

1,750

2,247

2,223

2,030

699

818

840

923

1,209

For age limit
with complete stage
withe incomplete stage
Anticipated pension

:

:

:

12

9

Partial anticipated pension

:

:

:

113

112

Invalidity

208

433

609

827

909

Survivor pension

503

599

663

652

608

1,007

1,587

1,751

1,292

799

77

81

113

139

159

Special pensions
result was that the dependency rate
(beneficiaries/contributors) rose from
0.31 in 1990 (0.45 including all
pensioners) to 1.12 in 2009 (1.35
including all pensioners). The official
retirement age is moving gradually
towards 65 years for men until 2015
and 63 years for women until 2030,
but the real retirement age continues
to hover around 55 due to the
numerous exceptions and loopholes
in the law.
The pension reform introduced in
2010 aims to shift things in the right
direction by introducing disincentives
for early retirement and increasing
the retirement age for women.
However the approach is incomplete,
because retirement was often used
as an alternative to unemployment
and little has been done to improve
the employability of older workers.
The employment rate of older
workers (55-64 years) was 42.6% in
2009, still below the EU average of
46%. Although the gap to the
European benchmark is not large,
the picture is more complex when
looking to the nature of employment
for older workers. There is a higher
concentration of older workers in
subsistence farming (49.2%,
si Inechitati Sociale in Romania, Preda,
M. ed., Polirom

Fig. 9. Distribution of counties
by employment in agriculture and
demographic trends, 2008
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compared to 17.7% for the 45-54
years) and informal work (13%)43.
These difficulties appear in the
context of a relatively young
43

Stanculescu M.S. (2009) ‘Riscuri,
vulnerabilitati si solutii pe piata muncii’ in
Riscuri si Inechitati Sociale in Romania,
Preda, M. ed., Polirom
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age population (15-64) is projected
to drop by 40%, compared with 15%
for the EU-27 as a whole by 2060.
Labor market participation rates are
not projected to increase in Romania
over the long-term, in contrast with
the EU-27. The participation rate was
below the EU average in 2007 (63%
in 2007, EU: 70.6%), and is
projected to remain in that position
also in 2060 (RO: 61.3%, EU:
74.1%).

Fig. 10. Old age dependency
ratio
1990, 2025, 2060
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Early exit is also caused by the
existing obstacles to re-enter the
labor market for people that
interrupted their activity. Return
from unemployment is difficult as
31% of the unemployed are jobless
for more than a year. In addition
2.2% of the inactive population aged
15-64 represents discouraged worker
that are available for work but
ceased to look for jobs. Most of them
are women (82%).
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population compared to Europe44, as
the median age is about 38.1 years
(40 years in Europe). The future
prospects are even darker. The
ageing of the population is already
taking place in all European states.
Yet Romania is one of the countries
that will be affected severely by the
demographic changes, alongside
Poland and Slovakia45. Developments
in the old-age dependency ratio46 will
be more pronounced in Romania
relative to the EU-27 average. (RO:
21% in 2007, 65% in 2060, EU: 25%
in 2007, 53% in 2060). The working44

UN (2010) World Population Ageing
2009
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EC (2009) 2009Ageing Report:
Economic and budgetary projections for
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Disability is another reason for an
early exit from labor market.
Although Romania should follow the
European directions for integration of
disabled on labor market, in reality
little has been done. Most often, if an
employee acquires a disabling
medical condition, the employer
doesn’t even consider adjustments of
the working place or finding a new
position for the employee. In the
vast majority of cases, the employee
retires on invalidity schemes.
The official evaluation doesn’t fit with
the real capacity to work. The
evaluation criteria for invalidity are
purely medical and disregard the
recommendation of World Health
Organization for functional
evaluation. Furthermore, according
to the official evaluation the people
with first and second degree of
invalidity have lost at least 50% of
their work capacity and therefore are
considered not fit for work. A
survey47 conducted by SAR questions
the reliance of official evaluation,
observing that working disabled are
47

SAR (2009) Diagnostic: Exclus de pe
piata muncii
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almost equally spread on all degrees
of disability.
If a pensioner with invalidity of first
or second degree returns on the
labor market, s/he has to give up the
safety of the invalidity pension for a
job that could be lost in couple of
months. To get back the pension,
one has to go again through all
bureaucratic process that might end
with a different conclusion regarding
the degree of invalidity and possibly
a smaller pension. In conclusion, the
return on labor market for invalidity
pensioners faces bureaucratic
obstacles and the results are
obvious. Only 12% of people with
disabilities are in the labor market
compared to the EU average of 50%.

CONCLUSIONS. WHAT IS TO BE
DONE

The Romanian labor market – overregulated but loose on enforcement,
and full of counter-incentives to stay
in activity – has become a major
obstacle to the economic
development. The transition has
shaped a labor force that is unfit for
the modern globalized world. High
levels of employment in subsistence
farming and informal work seem to
be resilient both in times of crisis and
economic boom. The natural
adjustment of the labor force is slow
and the demographic trends forces
Romania to put an end to the waste
of human capital.
The Governments moved in the right
direction: reform of the pension in
order to postpone the exit from the
labor market, reform of the
education system, more flexible labor
regulations. However, the
government has been less than
skillful at the political tactic needed
to make the changes accepted by the
social partners, and sometimes at
the administrative details of
implementation, too. Inept handling
of the bureaucratic procedures and
poor public communication have
undermined what otherwise were
good principles and policies.
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Moreover, these reforms have been
carried out without an integrating
overall view of the labor market, as
significant pieces of the puzzle are
still missing or are insufficient:
1. The most important issue is the
absence of a coherent policy
for agriculture and rural
economic development, with a
well defined place for
employment measures. The
focus of the rural development
policy and agricultural support,
including the components
financed from the EU coffers,
seem to vacillate between
economic development and social
protection, without achieving any
of them. Although there is
significant funding for rural
development, there is a high risk
of unwise investments with little
payback. It is notorious the case
of governmental programs that
provided funding for the
renovation of schools, only to be
closed a few of years after
because there were not enough
children in the communities. The
traditionally sectoral strategic
view of the Government is not
working for rural areas that need
to have an integrated policy. As
long as the rural policy in
general, and employment policy
in particular, will continue to be
drafted centrally, they will have
only a limited impact on rural
areas.
2. The employment policy is too
much focused on income
replacement during
unemployment. The
underemployment in agriculture
is not covered by any national or
sub-national policy. The high
level of subsistence farming is
just a symptom of the lack of
economic competitiveness of
large share of the working force
and therefore more attention
should be given to the
reconversion of the existing
population and better quality
education for future generations.
A diversification is needed for
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employment services, job
training, job placement, mobility
grants and even relocation
grants. County Agencies for
Employment have limited
discretion but also limited
capacity to devise and implement
strategies and action plans in
their daily work. However,
without local knowledge it is
impossible to have any efficient
public action in the employment
field. More innovation, flexibility
and responsibility at the subnational level are needed.

layers: education “haves”,
graduating from elite schools in
large urban areas, where private
classes paid by the parents are a
crucial supplement not reflected
in statistics; and education “have
nots”, mainly in rural areas,
poorly qualified and facing the
risks of a life in informal work or
employment in subsistence
agriculture.

3. Although the Romanian
Employment Strategy declares
such priorities, in reality there
are no dedicated programs,
budgets and monitoring
instruments to see if there is
any improvement in the
situation of vulnerable
groups. In the case of disabled,
the funds collected with the quota
policy (the companies that do not
hire disabled workers up to 4% of
all personnel pay penalties) do
not return in employment
services for disables as it
happens in all countries with such
a system. Therefore the disabled
are just as any other unemployed
group competing for resources in
the Employment Agencies and
little attention has actually been
given to this “priority” group.

5. Labor regulation needs more
flexibility, especially for new
entrants. Part-time work and
temporary contracts are
discouraged by the current
legislation and consequently
under-represented in the
employment market. In fact they
are well below the EU average, so
a presumed “European social
model” discouraging “precarious
jobs” is not a valid explanation.
The young are most affected.
Also barriers for re-entering the
labor market have to be lowered.
The disabled should be
encouraged to participate in the
labor market according to their
capacity, or at least the existing
disincentives to be removed: the
paradox is that most of these
people would love to work, at
least part time, but they are by
default treated as a social
assistance problem, not a special
segment of the labor market.

4. Education needs a deeper
reform in the content and
even more in the teaching
methods. The new law provides
for some substantial changes in
this field; it remains to be seen if
the competencies-centered
education will indeed lead to an
improvement in the quality of
education or the system will be
perpetuated under the same
form, only with a different name.
Curriculum reform needs to be
accompanied by a new approach
in the teaching methods and
these changes have to roll down
to the base, especially in poor
rural areas. Otherwise we will
continue to have two social

6. Raising the standard
retirement age is meaningless
if it is not reflected in an
increase of the real
retirement age. The recent law
on pensions has strengthened
penalties for joining the partial
early retirement scheme, which
attracted about 1.1 million
persons by 2009. People that
have contributed longer than the
standard period can retire 5 years
before the standard age. If they
contributed 8 years or longer
than the standard period, no
penalties are applied. In the
previous law, one could get full
pension under the early
retirement scheme only if they
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contributed at least 10 years
longer than the standard period.
Currently, it is still possible to
retire at 54 with no penalties. On
the incentives side for working
longer, the new law on pensions
is mute. The current debate on
the EU Green Paper on Pensions
brought forward the possibility
for the states to provide
incentives for the older workers
to continue to work even after
the standard retirement age (e.g.
more attractive returns for the
periods after the standard age).
The new Romanian law does not
include any.
7. Early retirement was often used
as the alternative to
unemployment for senior
workers. Tightening the
retirement rules will not
suffice if the labor market
provides no employment
opportunities for the aging
persons – in the “silver
economy”. Without this, early
retirement, even with reduced
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pensions, may still remain
preferable for some of the
people, compared to
unemployment benefits or the
minimum income guarantee. The
pension reform has to be
accompanied by an employment
policy targeting older workers so
that they really postpone the exit
from market. Life-long learning in
Romania has a weak penetration
and obsolete professional skills
lower the marketability of older
workers. The change should be
not only in numbers of adult
learners but also in the relevance
of existing programs. The
certification of the long-life
learning programs needs to focus
more on the quality of the
courses and less on the logistical
capacity of the provider, as is
presently the case. A better
connection to the employers is
also needed, with more
decentralization and flexibility in
the system. 
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